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Three 1H–1H homonuclear dipolar decoupling schemes for 1H indirect detection measurements at very
fast MAS are compared. The sequences require the following conditions: (i) being operable at very fast
MAS, (ii) a long T 02 value, (iii) a large scaling factor, (iv) a small number of adjustable parameters, (v)
an acquisition window, (vi) a low rf-power requirement, and (vii) a z-rotation feature. To satisfy these
conditions a modified sequence named TIlted Magic-Echo Sandwich with zero degree sandwich pulse
(TIMES0) is introduced. The basic elements of TIMES0 consist of one sampling window and two phase-
ramped irradiations, which realize alternating positive and negative 360� rotations of 1H magnetization
around an effective field tilted with an angle h from the B0 axis. The TIMES0 sequence benefits from very
large chemical shift scaling factors at ultra-fast MAS that reach jcs = 0.90 for h = 25� at mr = 80 kHz MAS
and only four adjustable parameters, resulting in easy setup. Long jcsT 02 values, where T 02 is a irreversible
proton transverse relaxation time, greatly enhance the sensitivity in 1H–{13C} through-bond J-HMQC
(Heteronuclear Multiple-Quantum Coherence) measurements with 1H–1H decoupling during magnetiza-
tion transfer periods. Although similar sensitivity can be obtained with through-space D-HMQC
sequences, in which 13C–1H dipolar interactions are recoupled, J-HMQC experiments incorporating
1H–1H decoupling benefit from lower t1-noise, more uniform excitation of both CH, CH2 and CH3 moieties,
and easier identification of through-bond connectivities.

� 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Sensitivity enhancement by indirect detection of 13C and 15N
spectra via 1H nuclei is a well established method in solution
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments [1–3]. Since the
magnetization is transferred via J-coupling, the resulting 2D spec-
tra show through-bond correlations which are useful for resonance
assignments. The sensitivity enhancements are due to high natural
abundance (�99.99%) and gyromagnetic ratio of 1H. The narrow
line-widths of 1H nuclei and their long T 02 values, which are much
longer than the magnetization transfer periods, even for small J
couplings, greatly contribute to sensitivity enhancement. However,
high natural abundance and gyromagnetic ratio also lead to strong
1H–1H homonuclear dipolar interactions, which are fortunately
averaged out by fast isotropic tumbling motions in the solution
state. On the other hand, these interactions induce rapid spin diffu-
sion among 1H nuclei in rigid-solid samples, resulting in short T 02
ll rights reserved.

.

relaxation times, typically less than tens of micro-seconds, and in
broad 1H line-widths usually more than 50 kHz under static condi-
tions. These two facts quickly quench 1H magnetization during the
magnetization transfer periods and signal acquisition. Thus, indi-
rect detection via 1H nuclei in solid state seems not to be as effi-
cient as in solution state, especially if 1H–1H interactions are not
greatly decreased [4–11].

Decoupling of 1H–1H homonuclear dipolar interactions is hence
essential to achieve efficient indirect-detection via 1H nuclei in sol-
ids. Theoretically, 1H–1H homonuclear decoupling is easily realized
by only applying an infinitely fast magic-angle spinning (MAS) sam-
ple rotation. Recently, rotation frequencies have largely increased
with the advent of small diameter rotors [12]. However, even at
mr = 80 kHz, which is the fastest spinning frequency commercially
available now [13], 1H–1H interactions still show significant effect
on 1H line-width and T 02 value (see Figs. 2 and 4). Therefore, rf irradi-
ations, as well as MAS, are needed to decouple efficiently these inter-
actions. Numerous 1H–1H decoupling schemes have been designed
from the early stage of NMR [14–49]. Recently, sophisticated meth-
ods were developed by considering rf and mechanical averaging
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simultaneously [25–32]. Synchronized [29–32] or non-synchro-
nized [33,34,38–41] Combined Rotation And Multiple Pulse Spec-
troscopy (CRAMPS) methods with ultra-fast MAS above
mr = 60 kHz have been introduced, including SAM [29–31], RNm

n

[32], wPMLGx�x
pp [33], eDUMBO [38,40], and TIMES [41]. All of these

rf-assisted 1H–1H decoupling methods suppress 1H–1H dipolar
interactions, but inevitably introduce scaling down of 1H isotropic
chemical shifts, as well as of 13C–1H J-couplings, by a factor of jcs.
As CRAMPS direct 1H signal acquisition introduces a large additional
noise and artifacts, very fast MAS alone is frequently preferred for
line-narrowing in the direct 1H dimension [5,50–52]. To our knowl-
edge, no measurement of T 02 enhancement by 1H–1H dipolar decou-
pling during magnetization transfer periods has been reported for
13C indirect detection in fast MAS through-bond 1H–{13C} correla-
tion experiments. Although, this T 02 enhancement has been demon-
strated in the 13C direct detection scheme at moderate MAS
frequencies [53].

In this article, we investigate the 1H–1H decoupling schemes
during the magnetization transfer periods in through-bond 1H–
{13C} correlation experiments with indirect 13C observation via
1H nuclei. The decoupling scheme should: (i) work well at very fast
MAS to narrow the 1H line-widths, (ii) enhance the T 02 relaxation
time to reduce signal decay during the magnetization transfer peri-
ods, and (iii) show a large scaling factor to shorten the magnetiza-
tion transfer periods. In addition to these features, it is preferable
that the decoupling scheme presents several additional features:
(iv) a small number of parameters to be optimized, (v) an acquisi-
tion window enabling a direct 1D observation during optimization,
(vi) a moderate rf power requirement, and (vii) an effective global
precession of the spins around B0, usually called a z-rotation. Fea-
tures (iv) and (v) enable a fast optimization of experimental
parameters by directly observing 1D spectra. Features (vi) and
(vii) are preferable to avoid sample heating and artificial modula-
tions due to zero or symmetrical false 1H peaks, respectively. Usu-
ally, feature (vii) presents the disadvantage of reducing the scaling
factor; but it has experimentally been found that this is not the
case for very fast MAS [49], as shown below.

First, we investigate two 1H–1H decoupling schemes, wPMLGx�x
pp

and TIMES, at very fast MAS. We also introduce a new version of
TIMES, named TIMES0, in which the sandwich pulses are removed,
thus leading to favorable features for 1H–{13C} J-HMQC (Heteronu-
clear Multiple-Quantum Coherence) experiments at ultra-fast
MAS. To conclude, we compare two different 1H–{13C} indirect
HMQC observations, either based on through-bond or on through-
space correlations.
2. 1H–1H homonuclear decoupling schemes

In the article, we focus on three windowed non rotor-synchro-
nized 1H–1H decoupling schemes: wPMLGx�x

pp, TIMES and TIMES0

(Fig. 1a). Indeed, these sequences work well at very fast MAS, en-
hance the T 02 relaxation time, have an acquisition window, and
offer an effective z-rotation for 1H magnetization [33,41]. The gray
sandwich pulses are removed in wPMLGx�x

pp and TIMES0, and hence,
experimentally their pulse sequences are similar. However, as
shown below, the two basic concepts of wPMLGx�x

pp and TIMES0

sequences are very different and their optimizations do not only
correspond to a re-parameterization process. In the three se-
quences the magnetization is rotated during each sp period with
an angle w around the effective field, which is tilted from the B0

axis by the angle h. Every cycle period, sc = 2(sp + sh) + sw, the glo-
bal rotation is cancelled in each R or R unit, since the direction of
the rotation in the second sp period is reversed. Thus, the interac-
tion frame of the rf-field is coincident with the rotating frame in
each sampling window, sw, where the NMR signal is sampled. An
effective z-rotation for the magnetization is achieved by applying
two effective fields symmetrical with respect to B0 during two con-
secutive sc periods [46–48]. The major difference between these
methods is the w angle value and the presence or absence of sand-
wich pulses. These sequences are summarized in Table 1.

Let’s first analyze the wPMLGx�x
pp sequence, which is composed

with the R wPMLGx
p

� �
and R wPMLG�x

p

� �
units. Each unit was orig-

inally designed by adding an acquisition window to the window-
less PMLG sequence, which is essentially the same as the
Frequency-Switched Lee–Goldburg (FSLG) sequence [20]. In FSLG,
the tilt of the effective field is achieved by an off-resonance irradi-
ation at moff frequency, whereas PMLG employs an on-resonance
irradiation and the tilt of the effective field results from a sweep
of the rf phase from 0 to /last [22]:

/lastð
�Þ ¼ 360 � moff � sp; ð1Þ

where sp is the length of the ramped on-resonance irradiation.
The rotation angle w about the effective field during sp is described
by:

wð�Þ ¼ 360 � meff � sp ¼ 360 �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2

1p þ m2
off

q
� sp

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð360m1pspÞ2 þ /2

last

q
; ð2Þ

where m1p is the strength of the on-resonance B1 field during the
phase ramp. meff is the strength of the effective field, which is tilted
by the angle h with respect to the B0 magnetic field:

tan h ¼ m1p

moff
: ð3Þ

h = hm = 54.74� is used in FSLG and PMLG to achieve the Lee–
Goldburg condition, and the theoretical length of the phase ramp
irradiation is chosen to achieve a full w = 360� rotation about the
effective field, thus leading to sp ¼ 1=meff ¼ 1= m2

off þ m2
1p

� �1=2
and

/last ¼ 208�. In practice, wPMLGx�x
pp is experimentally optimized by

changing sp, while keeping the phase ramp final value of
/last = 208�. This optimization leads to a concurrent variation of
the offset frequency, moff, and of the h and w angles. Indeed, after
optimization, the experimentally optimized sp value tends to be-
come shorter than its theoretical value [54], which corresponds
to a h angle smaller than hm (Eqs. (1), (3)), and to a w angle smaller
than 360� (Eq. (2)).

With TIMES and TIMES0, the effective rotation is always kept
equal to w = 360� by changing not only the length of the on-
resonance irradiation, but also simultaneously the phase sweep va-
lue (Eq. (2)) to:

/lastð
�Þ ¼ 360: 1� s2

pm
2
1p

� �1=2
: ð4Þ

The length of sandwich pulses in TIMES is experimentally opti-
mized, but the flip angle of these pulses is always found to be close
to the h value described with Eq. (3). These pulses hence align the z
axis of the precession axis, tilted with the phase ramp, with the B0

field. Under fast MAS, these two axes tend to be very close, and
therefore the two sandwich pulses can be dropped, thus leading
to the TIMES0 sequence.

It is important to reduce experimentally the number of opti-
mized parameters for quick, stable, and reproducible experimental
setup. There are six experimentally adjustable parameters in
TIMES: the lengths of sandwich pulses, sh, of ramp pulses, sp, and
of window, sw, as well as the amplitudes of rf fields during sand-
wich pulses, m1h, and ramp pulses, m1p, and the resonance offset fre-
quency Dm0. On the other hand, only four parameters (sp, m1p, Dm0,
sw) have to be optimized for wPMLGx�x

pp and TIMES0 sequences.
As the interaction and rotating frames coincide every sc, the iso-

tropic chemical shift scaling factor can be analytically calculated
with first-order average Hamiltonian:



(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 1. (a) General pulse scheme for wPMLGx�x

pp , TIMES, and TIMES0. NMR signals are sampled during every window at the points indicated by asterisk. z-Rotation is obtained by
applying two rotations (R and R) about two axes symmetrical with respect to B0. Sandwich gray pulses are omitted in wPMLGx�x

pp and TIMES0. The nutation angles of hard
pulses are indicated at the top of each of them and the phases are indicated inside each pulse. The final phase /last is calculated according to Eq. (4) for TIMES and TIMES0 and
is fixed to 208� for wPMLGx�x

pp . The rf-field strength for sandwich pulses is m1h and that for ramp pulses is m1p. (b) 1D 1H NMR pulse sequence. (c) Hahn echo sequence to
measure T 02 under 1H decoupling. (d) 1H–{13C} D-HMQC and J-HMQC pulse sequences.

Table 1
Differences in between wPMLGx�x

pp , TIMES, and TIMES0.

wPMLGx�x
pp

TIMES TIMES0

w <360� 360� 360�
/last 208� Eq. (2) Eq. (2)
Sandwich pulse No Yes No
Scaling factor Eq. (5) Eq. (6) Eq. (5)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2. 1H spectra of glycine without (a) and with (b–d) 1H decoupling at mr = 80 kHz
MAS. (b–d) Scaled up spectra recorded with (b) wPMLGx�x

pp , (c) TIMES, and (d)
TIMES0. The frequency scale was divided by the experimentally determined scaling
factor to restore the actual chemical shift values. The optimized parameters are (sp,
sw, sh, sc, /last, h, w) = (2.80, 4.84, 0, 10.44 ls, and 208�, 31�, 243�) for wPMLGx�x

pp ,
(3.10, 4.82, 0.22, 11.46 ls, and 332�, 23�, 360�) for TIMES, and (3.40, 4.72, 0,
11.52 ls, and 326�, 25�, 360�) for TIMES0.
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jcs ¼
2sp cos2 hþ sw

sc
; ð5Þ

for wPMLGx�x
pp and TIMES0, and

jcs ¼
2sh sin h

h þ 2sp cos h cos 2hþ sw

sc
; ð6Þ

for TIMES if the effect of the sandwich pulses are taken into account
[41]. The effect of sample spinning is not included in this calcula-
tion, since the isotropic chemical shift is not affected by MAS. Thus,
we can safely apply these equations even if the cycle time of the
sequence is close to that of sample spinning.

3. Experimental

The experiments were performed at 14.1 T with a JEOL JNM-
ECA 600 system equipped with a JEOL 1.0 mm double resonance
MAS probe. The spinning speed was actively stabilized with a
pneumatic solenoid valve so that the spinning fluctuations, aver-
aged over 1 s, are less than 10 Hz. However, a detailed oscilloscope
analysis shows that instantaneous fluctuations can increase up to
c.a. 30 Hz, especially at ultra-fast speed (e.g. 75–80 kHz). Each
phase-ramp pulse was divided into five stripes, with length sp/5.
Glycine and uniformly 13C, 15N labeled L-alanine samples were pur-
chased from Tokyo Chemical Industry Ltd. and Cambridge Isotope
Laboratories, respectively, and used as received without further
purification or re-crystallization. All experiments were performed
with full rotor samples, without any spacer.

The experimental parameters for direct observation of 1D 1H
spectra (Figs. 2 and 3) were optimized so as to achieve the best
separation of the two methylene signals of glycine. The rf-
strengths were fixed to m1h = m1p = 125 kHz, which normally give
the best resolution for our spectrometer. The optimization was
started on-resonance (Dm0 = 0), with sw = 4.8 ls, and either sh = 0
for wPMLGx�x

pp and TIMES0, or sh = h/2pm1h for TIMES. First, sp was
varied with 100 ns step which corresponds to 20 ns change for
each stripe. Then, sh (for TIMES), sw, and Dm0 were finely opti-
mized. The final value of the phase ramp (/last) was not optimized
and was either fixed to 208� for wPMLGx�x

pp or directly calculated
with Eq. (4) for TIMES and TIMES0.



Fig. 3. Experimentally measured (open symbols: D, s, h) and theoretically
calculated (filled symbols: N, d, j) jcs scaling factors for wPMLGx�x

pp (h, j), TIMES
(s, d), and TIMES0 (D, N) homonuclear decoupling at various spinning frequencies.

Fig. 4. 1H jcsT 02 averaged value for the two CH2 protons of glycine at various
spinning frequencies. jcsT 02 values are obtained without (O; jcs = 1, T 02), or with
wPMLGx�x

pp (h), TIMES (s), and TIMES0 (D) 1H–1H decoupling.

Fig. 5. 1H–{13C} J-HMQC-filtered CH signal intensity in uniformly 13C, 15N labeled L-
alanine without (O; jcs = 1), or with wPMLGx�x

pp (h), TIMES (s), and TIMES0 (D)
1H–1H decoupling at various spinning frequencies. The 1H–{13C} D-HMQC results
obtained with SR42

1 recoupling are also shown (e). To achieve a passive rotor-
synchronization, we have added a one-rotor delay between SR42

1 blocks and 13C 90�
pulses. The experimental conditions were always optimized to maximize the CH
signal intensity. The signal intensities are normalized with respect to that without
homonuclear decoupling at MAS of 20 kHz.
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For the 1D and 2D J-HMQC spectra (Figs. 5 and 6), the optimiza-
tion for the 1H–1H decoupling started from the values used in Fig. 3
as initial conditions. The parameters were then further optimized
with the same order as for 1D experiments, but to maximize the
CH peak intensity in J-HMQC filtered 1H spectra. Here, a 1H-{13C}
J-HMQC filtered 1D experiment denotes a 1H-{13C} J-HMQC exper-
iment with a null indirect evolution period, t1 = 0. Finally, the mag-
netization transfer period, st, was also experimentally optimized
for each sequence.
4. Results and discussion

In this section, we evaluate wPMLGx�x
pp, TIMES, and TIMES0 in

view of points (i–vii) described in Section 1 (summarized in Table
2). It must be first noted that these sequences are designed to have
an acquisition window (v) and an effective z-rotation (vii).
4.1. 1D spectra

We first observe 1D 1H NMR spectra of glycine, recorded with the
sequence shown in Fig. 1b at the speed of mr = 80 kHz, to evaluate
points (i and ii), the 1H–1H decoupling efficiency and T 02 value at ul-
tra-fast MAS and (iii) the scaling factor. Spectra are shown in Fig. 2,
with (b–d) and without (a) 1H–1H decoupling. The 1H rf-field
strength of m1p = m1h = 125 kHz was applied to satisfy point (vi), that
is, a moderate rf power requirement. For all the decoupling se-
quences, a much stronger rf-field of m1p � 238 kHz always results
in inferior resolution (not shown) [55]. This experimental result
demonstrates that large rf-field is not mandatory to achieve efficient
homonuclear decoupling under ultra-fast MAS. Note that 1H decou-
pling gives a much better resolution than ultra-fast MAS alone, even
at mr = 80 kHz, especially for the two methylene resonances. At that
MAS frequency, the three sequences work well with similar 1H res-
olution as shown in Fig. 2b–d, which shows that requirement (i) is
satisfied.

At ultra-fast MAS, a short cycle time is the key point to achieve 1H
high resolution, and the cycle time must be shorter than one rotor
period [39]; whereas this condition does not lead to good resolution
at moderate MAS frequencies [55,56]. In Fig. 2b–d, the cycle times
for wPMLGx�x

pp, TIMES, and TIMES0 spectra show similar values of
sc = 10.44, 11.46 and 11.52 ls, respectively, and are all shorter than
one MAS rotor period of sr = 12.5 ls. All the other experimentally
optimized parameters are given in the figure caption. TIMES and
TIMES0 decoupling benefit from larger scaling factor jcs than
wPMLGx�x

pp at mr = 80 kHz (see Fig. 3). The larger scaling factors result
from smaller h angles (see Eqs. (4) and (5)). Assuming /last = 208�
with the experimentally optimized parameters, the calculated rota-
tion angle about the effective field (Eq. (2)) would result in very sim-
ilar values of w = 243�, 250�, and 258� for wPMLGx�x

pp, TIMES, and
TIMES0. However, TIMES and TIMES0 impose a w = 360� rotation,
which is obtained by increasing the effective field meff, due to further
off resonance irradiation moff than wPMLGx�x

pp; this is done by impos-
ing /last values calculated according to Eq. (4). Even with keeping
the same m1p value, the large moff values in TIMES and TIMES0 result
in smaller h angle (Eq. (3)) than that in wPMLGx�x

pp, leading to en-
hanced scaling factor (Eqs. (5), (6)). It should be noted that short sc

values also enhance the sensitivity by increasing the duty cycle of
acquisition windows. The experimental scaling factors are repre-
sented with open symbols versus spinning frequency in Fig. 3. For
each MAS frequency, the parameters have been optimized to achieve
the best resolution before measuring the scaling factors. These are
obtained from the difference between the NHþ3 signal and the middle
of the two CH2 resonances. At ultra-fast MAS, mr = 80 kHz, the
requirement of large scaling factor (iii) is satisfied for the three se-
quences, especially TIMES and TIMES0 which give the largest scaling



Fig. 6. 1H–{13C} (a) J-HMQC and (b) D-HMQC spectra at mr = 70 kHz of uniformly 13C, 15N labeled L-alanine. TIMES0 with st = 2.02 ms and SR42
1 with st = 57 ls were applied on

the 1H channel during the magnetization transfer periods of J-HMQC and D-HMQC experiments, respectively. The 2D spectra are plotted with the same contour levels. The (c)
1H and (d) 13C slices of the CH signal, which is indicated by the arrows in (a) and (b), are also shown at the same scale. The insets are magnifications of the slices with a factor
of 10. The through-space correlations are indicated by asterisk in D-HMQC spectra.

Table 2
Requirements of 1H–1H decoupling schemes for 1H indirect detection.

wPMLGx�x
pp

TIMES TIMES0

(i) Works at 80 kHz MAS? Yes Yes Yes
(ii) T 02 (ms) 3.43 2.67 3.45

jcsT 02
� �

(ms) 2.81 2.40 3.11
(iii) Scaling factor jcs 0.82 0.90 0.90
(iv) Number of parameters 4 6 4
(v) Acquisition window Yes Yes Yes
(vi) rf power m1p (kHz) 125 125 125
(vii) z-rotation Yes Yes Yes
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factor of jcs = 0.90, while wPMLGx�x
pp gives a slightly smaller value of

jcs = 0.82. This scaling factor can also be calculated with Eqs. (5),
(6) and experimentally optimized sp, h, sw, and sc values. The results
are plotted as filled symbols in Fig. 3, and they agree well with exper-
imental results.

The proton T 02 value, which is observed by Hahn echo MAS exper-
iments, increases linearly with the spinning frequency (Fig. 4). Fur-
ther enhancement of T 02 value is achieved by applying 1H decoupling
during the echo. The corresponding pulse sequence is depicted in
Fig. 1c. Here, we compare their effective values jcsT 02 for various
decoupling schemes. Since 1H chemical shifts and J13C–1H scalar cou-
plings are both scaled by the factor jcs, jcsT

0
2 represents the actual

effect of signal decay in re-scaled spectra. All three sequences well
decouple 1H-1H interactions, leading to much longer jcsT

0
2 values

than the T 02 without decoupling, as shown in Fig. 4. Especially,
TIMES0 gives the longest jcsT 02 at 80 kHz MAS, hence satisfying the
requirement (ii). In spite of large scaling factor, TIMES shows the
shortestjcsT
0
2 value. This may be due to the effect of sandwich pulses

[55]. This unfavorable effect is removed in TIMES0 sequence.
The experimental characters of the wPMLGx�x

pp, TIMES, and
TIMES0 sequences are listed in (Table 2) in terms of the require-
ments (i)–(vii). For ease of optimization, wPMLGx�x

pp and TIMES0

are better than TIMES because the formers have two less parame-
ters than the latter. The longest jcsT

0
2 value is realized by TIMES0,

leading to maximum sensitivity in 1H detected experiments (Table
2).

4.2. HMQC spectra

The sensitivity enhancement in HMQC experiments involving
coherence transfer via J coupling (Fig. 1d) is experimentally demon-
strated by Fig. 5, which displays the 1H–{13C} J-HMQC filtered 1H sig-
nal intensity of the CH peak in uniformly 13C, 15N labeled L-alanine
versus spinning frequency. At 80 kHz speed, 1H-1H decoupling irra-
diation leads to a 2–2.5 sensitivity enhancement with respect to the
signal observed without 1H decoupling. The maximum enhance-
ment is achieved by TIMES0 because of its longest jcsT

0
2 value as

predicted from the above discussion. Although the re-scaled line-
widths are similar to each other (Fig. 2), the large scaling factors of
TIMES and TIMES0 give a significant enhancement in the J-HMQC fil-
tered 1H NMR signal intensity.

Similar sensitivity enhancement can be realized by applying a
13C–1H dipolar recoupling sequence. The re-introduction of large
D13C–1H dipolar interactions may lead to much faster magnetization
transfer between 13C and 1H than with small J13C–1H scalar couplings.
We have also tested this experiment, which is called D-HMQC, by
applying the SR42

1 recoupling scheme on the proton channel
[57,58]. This sequence also presents the advantage of suppressing



Fig. 7. 1H–{13C} HMQC-filtered 1H NMR signal intensity of uniformly 13C, 15N
labeled L-alanine as function of st time at mr = 70 kHz. TIMES0 decoupling (J-HMQC;
a and b) and SR42

1 recoupling (D-HMQC; c and d) were applied during magneti-
zation transfer periods. The signal intensities of CH (a and c) and CH3 (b and d) are
shown.
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the contribution of 1H–1H dipolar interactions to the first-order
average Hamiltonian. The 1H–{13C} D-HMQC and J-HMQC experi-
ments are then very similar and they only differ by the sequence
which is applied in the 1H channel (Fig. 1d). Since the recoupled
13C–1H dipolar dephasing depends on the initial rotor-phase, the
two SR42

1 dipolar recoupling periods in the D-HMQC sequence must
be perfectly rotor-synchronized. The D-HMQC data obtained at
mr = 80 kHz are not shown because the signal intensity was not
reproducible due to too large spinning speed fluctuations. Indeed,
even a small fluctuation of the instantaneous spinning frequency in-
duces imperfect echo formations [13,59,60]. At mr = 70 kHz the fluc-
tuations are much smaller, and the D-HMQC sequence then provides
the largest signal intensity among the HMQC filtered (t1 = 0) 1H
spectra (Fig. 5). Nevertheless, the J-HMQC experiment with TIMES0

decoupling results in further signal enhancement at mr = 80 kHz, be-
cause coherence transfers via scalar couplings are not affected by
MAS frequency fluctuations.

We have recorded the 1H–{13C} D-HMQC and J-HMQC 2D spectra
with SR42

1 recoupling and TIMES0 decoupling, respectively, at
mr = 70 kHz where the spinning frequency was stable enough to ob-
serve D-HMQC signal. The two spectra are plotted in Fig. 6 with the
same contour levels. 13C and 1H slices of the CH peak are also shown
with the same vertical scale. As already observed in Fig. 5, the com-
parison of the slices in Fig. 6c and d shows a slight enhancement in
the intensity of CH peak in favor of D-HMQC method using SR42

1

recoupling compared to J-HMQC sequence incorporating TIMES0

homonuclear decoupling. However, it is also clear from Fig. 6d that
D-HMQC slices exhibit a much stronger t1-noise along the 13C
dimension (indirect dimension) than J-HMQC owing to MAS fre-
quency fluctuations. Indeed, it can be noted that the noise intensity
in the 13C slices of D-HMQC spectrum (see Fig. 6d right) is signifi-
cantly stronger than in the 1H slice (see Fig. 6c right), whereas no sig-
nificant difference in noise level is observed between the two
spectral dimensions of J-HMQC spectrum using TIMES0 decoupling
(compare Fig. 6c,d left). This strong t1-noise, due to SR42

1, negates
the slight signal enhancement observed in D-HMQC. J-HMQC spec-
tra are more useful than D-HMQC spectra for spectral assignments,
since they only display through-bond correlations, whereas D-
HMQC spectra show through-space correlations. We can clearly
see several through-space correlations (indicated by �) in D-HMQC
spectra (Fig. 6b), which do not appear with J-HMQC sequence
(Fig. 6a).

The build-up curves observed at mr = 70 kHz, versus the length st

of each recoupling period are shown in Fig. 7. They are dominated by
two competing effects: the T 02 or jcsT 02 relaxation coefficient and the
magnetization transfer rate. The transfer rate is solely determined
by the size of the recoupled interaction between 13C and 1H for both
CH and CH3 groups, in which the spins behave just as a summation of
CH systems in the case of 1H observation [61]. In D-HMQC, the max-
imum signal intensity of CH is observed at around st � 57 ls
(Fig. 7c), which is close to the theoretical value of st � 70 ls [62].
The optimal condition for CH3 is very different from that for CH
and close to st � 143 ls (Fig. 7d). This is because of the smaller dipo-
lar interaction in CH3, which is one-third that in CH owing to the fast
rotation of the methyl group. On the other hand, J-couplings, which
drive the magnetization transfer in J-HMQC experiments, have sim-
ilar values of J13C–1H � 140 Hz both for CH and CH3 groups since they
are not affected by the rotation of the methyl group. This results in
the fact that the maximum signal intensity is obtained at the same
st value both for CH and for CH3 groups (Fig. 7a and b). The optimal
condition of st � 2.0 ms is smaller than the theoretical value of
st � 0.5/jcs J13C–1H) � 4.2 ms. This decrease shows that the jcsT

0
2 va-

lue of 2–3 ms (Fig. 4) still has significant effect on build up curve in J-
HMQC experiments. The difference between D-HMQC and J-HMQC
build-up curves can also be observed in Fig. 6. Indeed, since the st

values have been optimized to maximize the CH intensity, much
weaker CH3 signal appear in D-HMQC (Fig. 6b) than in J-HMQC
(Fig. 6a). J-HMQC should thus be preferred to D-HMQC to obtain a
more uniform excitation.
5. Conclusions

We have demonstrated three 1H–1H homonuclear dipolar decou-
pling sequences for enhancing the magnetization transfer efficiency
between 13C and 1H in the 1H–{13C} J-HMQC experiments. Indeed,
in addition to wPMLGx�x

pp and TIMES sequences, we have proposed an-
other TIMES version without the bracketing pulses, named TIMES0.
This simplification can be safely applied only at very fast MAS regime
where the bracketing pulses become negligible with small h. In the
TIMES and TIMES0 sequences, the angle h between the magnetic field
and the effective field is adjusted, while keeping the rotation angle
about the effective field fixed to w = 360�. When the effective field
tends to align with the B0 field, the chemical shift scaling factorjcs in-
creases at the expense of a wider line-width since the suppression of
1H–1H dipolar interaction becomes less efficient. The best compro-
mise in terms of resolution is thus obtained experimentally by opti-
mizing the h value. Since the phase ramp is systematically
calculated from equations, TIMES0 does not introduce any additional
adjustable parameter compared to wPMLGx�x

pp. At ultra-fast MAS
(mr = 80 kHz), which is presently the fastest commercially available
speed, and with the moderate rf-field strength of c.a. 120–130 kHz,
TIMES and TIMES0 benefit from the very large chemical-shift scaling
factors of jcs = 0.90, as well as from a high resolution comparable to
that observed with wPMLGx�x

pp. TIMES0, which has the advantage of
only four adjustable parameters for easy setup, is suitable for 1H–
{13C} through-bond J-HMQC measurements at ultra-fast MAS in
terms of large scaling factor, and efficient homonuclear decoupling.
Although similar sensitivity enhancement can be obtained with
through-space D-HMQC experiments, J-HMQC spectra incorporating
1H-1H decoupling have the advantages of lower t1-noise and more
uniform excitation of both CH, CH2 and CH3 groups. Furthermore, J-
HMQC provides unambiguous 13C–1H through-bond correlations,
which help spectral assignment.
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